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Abstract—Cooperative Driving requires ultra-reliable communications, and it is now clear that no single technology will ever be able to
satisfy such stringent requirements, if only because active jamming can kill (almost) any wireless technology. Cooperative driving with
multiple communication technologies which complement each other opens new spaces for research and development, but also poses
several challenges. The work we present tackles the fallback and recovery mechanisms that the longitudinal controlling system of a
platoon of vehicles can implement as a distributed system with multiple communication interfaces. We present a protocol and procedure
to correctly compute the safe transition between different controlling algorithms, down to autonomous (or manual) driving when no
communication is possible. To empower the study, we also develop a new version of P LEXE, which is an integral part of this contribution
as the only Open Source, free simulation tool that enables the study of such systems with a modular approach, and that we deem offers
the community the possibility of boosting research in this field. The results we present demonstrate the feasibility of safe fallback, but also
highlight that such complex systems require careful design choices, as naïve approaches can lead to instabilities or even collisions, and
that such design can only be done with appropriate in-silico experiments.
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I NTRODUCTION

The development and testing of cooperative driving applications heavily relies on simulations. Given the field of study,
this is very rational, as one of the main drivers for vehicular
networks is enhancing safety, and to do this we need to
analyze dangerous situations. So, safety must be enforced
at any step of the development and analytic models are too
coarse to capture all details; on the other hand, real world
Field Operational Tests (FOTs) are very demanding, both in
terms of funding, man-power, and time.
The simulation of cooperative driving applications is very
demanding, as it entails several orders of magnitude in time
scale, and different modeling techniques depending on the
subsystem considered, from transmissions to networking,
from motion prediction to vehicles control and dynamics.
Given the complexity and non-linearity of the entire system,
the traditional divide-et-impera engineering approach that
analyzes each sub-system separately with local performance
evaluation and assumes that the entire system will work
if all subsystems work, cannot be applied. The impact of
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communications on the safety of cooperative driving must
be evaluated on this latter, not through communications
metrics like packet losses or generic reliability.
As the communication requirements of cooperative driving are very strict and a single technology might not be
able to meet them [1], it is envisioned that heterogeneous
communications will be employed simultaneously [2]. In
addition, the concept of cooperative driving is intertwined
with the concept of automatic control. Classic mobility
simulators such as SUMO [3] do not model control systems
or vehicle dynamics, but rather try to mimic human driving
behavior through car-following models such as the Intelligent
Driver Model (IDM) [4] or Krauss [5]. For the evaluation of
such systems, the possibility of understanding the effects of
the network on the performance of the autonomous control
system and the dynamics of the vehicle is fundamental to
complete the puzzle.
The main goal of this work is the study of realistic strategies to safely introduce cooperative driving technologies on
the road. To achieve this goal, it is mandatory to propose and
analyze fallback strategies that can give the control of the
vehicle back to the driver when automation fails (especially in
case of communication failures), but to carry out this analysis
it is necessary to have a proper simulation framework that
allows credible and replicable performance evaluation. Thus,
the contribution of this paper, is twofold. In the first part
of the paper, we propose a fallback mechanism called Safe
Autonomous Switchover Algorithm (SafeSwitch) that, in
the reasonable assumption that future vehicles will have
multiple communication technologies, empowers the safe
change of platooning control algorithms as a function of the
available communication technologies, and eventually the
fall back to a simple radar-based Adaptive Cruise Control
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(ACC) system in case of complete communication failure.
SafeSwitch is derived heuristically. In the second part of the
paper, we describe a simulation tool that we developed to
achieve the first goal, but whose capabilities and potential go
well beyond what we exploit in this paper, thus making it a
contribution on its own. In the paper we highlight the main
features of the framework, while in the additional material
we give a more in-depth description of its functionalities,
how it can be tuned to flexibly address different problems,
and discuss its scalability.
The simulation tool, presented in Section 4, is named
P LEXE and builds on the prototype that we proposed in [6].
P LEXE provides the support for heterogeneous communication technologies, such as IEEE 802.11p, Visible Light
Communication (VLC), and LTE-based Cellular V2X (C-V2X).
One of its key features is the easy coupling with additional communication technology models, that makes P LEXE
ready for the evaluation of future systems (e.g., 5G New
Radio (NR), 5G mmWave, RADar-based COMmunication
(RADCOM) [7], and beyond). In addition, it ships with
control algorithms (namely Cooperative Adaptive Cruise
Controllers (CACCs) [8]–[11]) taken from the literature and
enables users to implement and evaluate additional ones
very easily. Together with control algorithms, it implements
vehicle dynamics models to include the effects of actuation
delays, i.e., the control delay that incurs due to engine/brake
dynamics and inertia, which heavily influence the stability
and the performance of the system. Last but not least, P LEXE
and all the required software is Open Source and freely
available online1 . P LEXE is modular, which greatly improves
maintainability (including the usage of upgraded version of
software modules) and eases the process of integrating new
simulation modules.
Section 3 presents SafeSwitch that we envisage based
on IEEE 802.11p, LTE, and VLC, and builds on the notion
of safety through redundancy, designing a protocol that
enables the use of more aggressive control technologies
when more communication technologies are available and
relaxes the control requirements as communications degrade,
until no communications are available and vehicles must
return to autonomous and non-cooperative driving. Section 4
describes the P LEXE framework, while Section 5 evaluates the
performance of the system and its ability to guarantee safety.
In the remainder of the paper we assume the reader familiar
with the concepts of platooning, CACC, and string-stability.
A concise primer is reported in the additional material.
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R ELATED W ORK

The works that influenced and are related to our contribution
fall in three different areas of research: Heterogeneous
communication technologies to enhance vehicular networks
resilience; fallback mechanisms and protocols to modify cooperative driving behavior; and frameworks for the simulation
of cooperative driving. The following subsections analyze
the state of the art in these three fields.
2.1

Heterogeneous Communication Technologies

Vehicle to Everything (V2X) technologies abounds, but it is
now clear that a single technology cannot meet the strict re1. http://plexe.car2x.org

quirements of cooperative driving in terms of reliability and
dependability. This self-evident observation has spawned
research that tries to understand the benefits of mixing
together multiple communication technologies in a single
V2X network with sufficient resilience to support dependable
operation and safe fallback in case of some technology failure.
One approach that has often been used is the combination
of IEEE 802.11p and VLC. Ishihara et al. [12] developed a
protocol that forwards all beacons (leader and follower) of a
platoon via the IEEE 802.11p and VLC interface. Simulations
show that the number of lost packets and the end-to-end
delay can be strongly reduced while the platoon is exposed to
a jamming attack. Segata et al. [13] investigated the benefits
and drawbacks use of VLC for platoons compared to an IEEE
802.11p approach. Simulations were performed to evaluate
a combination of VLC and IEEE 802.11p in a traffic jam
situation. The results showed an increased delay for VLC,
but a substantial improvement in terms of scalability to
hundreds of communicating cars. However, the work uses
simplistic assumptions regarding the physical layer and the
VLC channel model.
Another approach, which also analyzes platooning under
the influence of jamming attacks, was presented by Ucar
et al. [14]. Using simulations, the authors showed a reduction
regarding the impact of such an attack by exploiting the
directionality and opacity of light.
Schettler et al. [15] analyzed different protocols that
utilize IEEE 802.11p and VLC together in a freeway scenario.
The proposed protocols were evaluated using simulations
in challenging environments such as emergency braking
maneuvers at high vehicle densities. Results showed that an
additional VLC channel can reduce the IEEE 802.11p channel
load and still maintain a safe distance of close to 5 m between
vehicles in a platoon.
Hardes and Sommer [16] investigated communication
strategies for platooning with VLC and IEEE 802.11p in an
urban environment. They proposed different approaches that
are combining IEEE 802.11p and VLC depending on the road
topology. Simulation results showed that a situation-aware
usage of the IEEE 802.11p channel can strongly reduce the
number of lost beacons.
Besides the use of VLC, the use of 3GPP C-V2X is
also being considered together with other technologies.
Sybis et al. [17] propose a dynamic spectrum management
mechanism that uses C-V2X and IEEE 802.11p based communication. Based on context-aware databases, sensing nodes,
and spectrum allocation, they propose to transmit critical
information using a primary radio, whereas other types of
data are transmitted at an additional frequency band that is
selected from the spectrum white space. The scheme has been
evaluated with field tests. The use of C-V2X together with
other technologies is still rare, but recent works indicate that
to reach the dependability required by cooperative driving
even this technology alone is not enough [18], [19].
Similarly, mmWave technology has recently attracted
the attention of the research community. While so far there
is little research regarding its use in heterogeneous V2X,
initial works indicate that it will be a valuable network
technology complementing the other alternatives [20]. For
its additional capabilities and bandwidth mmWave can be
utilized in cooperative driving applications similarly to VLC.
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2.2

CACC Fallback Mechanisms

One of the biggest problems in cooperative driving is dealing
with network failures. A communication failure, let this
be due to congestion or to active attacks [21] might have
serious consequences because vehicles would switch from
their communication-enabled enhanced perception to the
limited, sensor-only perception. If this happens, vehicles
need to switch to a different control/coordination mode to
maintain passengers’ safety, which is not a trivial task.
Congestion or interference-based communication degradation can be handled even with a single communication
technology with appropriate protocols. Segata et al. [22] propose a communication protocol that adapts the transmission
rate to vehicle dynamics with the aim of minimizing network
resource utilization to the minimum. While this approach
proved successful, it cannot cope with jamming, attacks, or
simply technology failure because it assumes the use of IEEE
802.11p only. Similarly, Giordano et al. [23] design a CACC
using a joint control/network approach that allows setting
theoretical bounds on safety, meaning that the inter-vehicle
distance is guaranteed to be always greater than a certain
bound provided some network constraints are met. Briefly
speaking, such constraints are expressed as a maximum
number of possible consecutive losses; in this case the use
of multiple technologies reduces the probability of such an
event, enabling the possibility to lower the inter-vehicle
distance at no expenses of safety.
To ensure safety under unreliable network conditions
some works perform the fallback to ACC using data obtained
from the radar instead of data received through communication. One example is the work by Ploeg et al. [24]. The
authors consider a predecessor-following CACC that obtains
the intended acceleration (i.e., prior engine actuation) of the
preceding vehicle through communication and uses it as an
input for the control system, and they extend the CACC to
fall back to the radar-estimated front vehicle acceleration
when data is lost. The authors show that this approach
dampens oscillations better than simply falling back to an
ACC, but it still shows a slightly string-unstable behavior
for small time headways. In addition, the approach can
be employed with predecessor-following CACCs only. In
leader- and predecessor-following CACCs obtaining leader’s
acceleration from the radar is not possible. Wu et al. [25]
tackle the same problem, but in their solution, they predict
missing data using a Kalman filter, which is suitable only
under some regularity assumptions.
Simply switching to ACC might have a negative impact
on safety, as shown by Tu et al. [26] and Qin et al. [27].
Tu et al. [26] show the safety consequences of abruptly
switching from the California PATH CACC [8] to an ACC
in case of communication impairments indicating, as a
potential solution, to limit the size of the platoon, which
is clearly undesirable. The authors highlight the need for
further research in this topic, not only with respect to safe
degradation from CACC to ACC but also on how to switch
back to CACC once communication is reestablished.
2.3

Cooperative Driving Simulation

The analysis is limited to tools that could support our
contribution, since we do no aim at a full survey on vehicular

networking simulators.
The possibility of investigating cooperative driving as a
whole requires either the integration or the bi-directional
coupling of network and vehicular mobility simulators,
enabling the mobility to influence the network behavior
and, most important, vice-versa.
Examples of such frameworks include Veins [28], Eclipse
MOSAIC [29], and iTetris [30]. What differs between these
frameworks are the tools they employ for simulating communication and mobility. With respect to mobility they all resort
to SUMO [3], even though MOSAIC can support different
simulators as well. With respect to communications, instead,
Veins relies on OMNeT++ [31], iTetris uses ns-3 [32], while
MOSAIC supports both of them.
In platooning-related control theoretic works, the classic
evaluation tool is MATLAB, due to its versatility when it
comes to handling mathematical systems. The downside of
MATLAB-based evaluation is the lack of proper network
modeling. Some studies using MATLAB treat the network
as a simple constant delay [9], [33], but this clearly does not
faithfully depict the behavior of communication standards
such as IEEE 802.11p [34], where the broadcast and period
nature of Vehicle to Vehicle communication (V2V) messages
results in either an immediate delivery (that is, within a few
hundred microseconds) or in a loss.
Modern network simulators interfacing with mobility
ones, indeed put a lot of effort into capturing all the
subtleties of complex wireless networks. This includes
Medium Access Control (MAC) algorithms, transmission
technology details, and propagation models to account for
reflections, building and vehicle shadowing. Conscious of
such needs, we published a concept version of P LEXE [6]
in 20142 . This version featured an ACC algorithm and a
CACC (namely the California PATH CACC [8]), a simple
vehicle dynamics model (a first order lag), and the realistic
simulation of the IEEE 802.11p stack thanks to the integration
with Veins [28]. Despite its prototypical nature, P LEXE has
been very successful, empowering many studies beyond
platoon control: from heterogeneous communication e.g.,
with VLC, to platoon maneuvering and formation control, to
vehicular network security and congestion control, to new
simulation tools [10], [13], [21], [35]–[39], and to many others
we cannot mention here.
Another successful Open Source framework for platooning proposed in the literature is VENTOS [40]. VENTOS
also offers access to ACC and CACC models but, just like
our previously-presented prototype version of P LEXE, it is
monolithically built on top of Veins and restricted to the
evaluation of single technology solutions (namely IEEE
802.11p). Like P LEXE, VENTOS is highly appreciated by
the community for its online availability, but it has not been
actively maintained in the last two years3 .
We can also find other sophisticated tools which include
platooning models, such as VISSIM [41]4 . In [42], VISSIM is
coupled with ns-3 and MATLAB to study platooning systems.
The main issue is clearly that VISSIM is a proprietary software and, in addition, only runs on Windows. Ramezani et al.
2. P LEXE is actively maintained. Version 3.1, the one presented in this
paper, is actively used and fully integrated with SUMO.
3. VENTOS home page: https://maniam.github.io/VENTOS/
4. VISSIM home page: http://www.vissim.com/
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[43] develop a sophisticated framework for the simulation
and the analysis of truck platooning, with special focus on
traffic flow analysis using the proprietary software Aimsun5 ,
thus sharing the same limitations as VISSIM.
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M ULTI - TECHNOLOGY CACC TO ACC FALLBACK

Listing 1 Ring buffer management.
1: procedure INIT(nInterfaces, bufferSize)
2:
latestSeq ← −1
3:
B ← RingBuffer(nInterfaces, bufferSize)
4: procedure ON F RAME(seq, intf)
5:
isNewFrame ← seq > latestSeq
6:
if isNewFrame then
7:
for s = latestSeq + 1 to seq do
8:
for all interfaces i do
9:
Bi,s ← LOST

We assume vehicles are equipped with multiple communication technologies, and use them constantly and simultaneously to send control information. Technologies
are assumed to be independent of one another, i.e., each
Bintf,seq ← RECEIVED
packet generated by a vehicle is sent through all interfaces. 10:
latestSeq ← seq
Our Safe Autonomous Switchover Algorithm (SafeSwitch), 11:
12:
else
the fallback mechanism we propose, relies on the active
Bintf,seq ← RECEIVED
monitoring of the state of the communication interfaces. The 13:
basic idea is to monitor the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
of each technology through the others, i.e., if we receive a
frame via a certain technology but not via another we can is completely technology independent. With respect to the
automatically and immediately infer that the latter has lost communication topology we assume broadcast links because
information. Obviously also interface failure and jamming of the control algorithms being considered (PATH and Ploeg).
indicators can be used, but these local monitors cannot PATH requires all followers to receive information from
identify failures, errors, and other impairments happening the leader, while both require information of the preceding
at the other communication parties. We describe the details vehicle. This information includes acceleration and speed,
while relative distance is obtained through a radar sensor. As
on how this is implemented in Section 3.1.
When the PDR monitoring procedure detects a failure, VLC works only in Line of Sight (LOS) conditions, vehicles
the system modifies the behavior of the vehicles. The actual propagate leader messages towards the tail of the platoon.
action depends on the severity of the issue (e.g., failure of All vehicles send data with a rate of 10 Hz.
Listing 1 shows the pseudo-code that manages the ring
a single or multiple interfaces), but includes increasing the
inter-vehicle distance and switching to a different control buffer when receiving frames from a specific neighbor. Each
algorithm, eventually falling back to a standard ACC when vehicle runs an instance of the algorithm for every vehicle
all communications fail. The algorithm performs this in whose communications are monitored (e.g., two instances to
complete safety as the other backup technologies ensure the monitor the platoon leader and the preceding vehicle). An
continuous flow of information while the fallback procedure interface is considered failed if either of the two monitors
is in place. It is worth mentioning that in here we only “declares” it as failed. The algorithm keeps track of the latest
consider distributed control approaches and not centralized known frame sequence number, which is initialized to −1
6
approaches such as Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)- assuming sequence numbers start from zero . In addition,
based solutions [44], because such approaches do not rely on the ring buffer B keeps track of bufferSize frames for all the
V2V but on Vehicle to Infrastructure communication (V2I). nInterfaces interfaces.
Each time a frame with sequence number seq is received
Any other distributed CACC approach (including for examfrom
interface intf, the algorithm checks the value of the
ple Model Predictive Control (MPC) [45]) can be considered
sequence
number against the one of the most recently
by SafeSwitch. Regardless of the control mechanism, vehicles
received
frame.
If it is greater, the received frame is a new
need to exchange data for the system to properly work and
exploiting redundancy is a natural way to improve reliability. one and the algorithm sets all the frames in between (if
Section 3.2 describes the details of the mechanism, while any) as lost for all interfaces. The received frame is set as
Section 3.3 describes the gap control procedure that adapts received for the interface intf and lost for all the others, and
the inter-vehicle distance before switching to a different the variable latestSeq is updated accordingly. If the sequence
number of the received frame is smaller or equal than the
control algorithm to ensure safe and stable transition.
latest known one, the frame is marked as received for the
specific interface if seq falls inside the ring buffer, otherwise
3.1 Monitoring of Communication Technologies
it is simply discarded as a duplicate frame. To compute the
The technologies we consider are IEEE 802.11p, VLC, and LTE PDR for each technology it is sufficient to count the frames
C-V2X (Mode 3, under coverage, thus subject to handovers), marked as “received” over the size of the ring buffer.
but the approach is generic and can be modified to account
Figure 1 depicts the graphical evolution of the ring buffer
for different, additional, or fewer interfaces. Details on the for a better understanding. Figure 1a shows the ring buffer
communication technologies are out of the scope of this potential status after receiving frames up to frame number 3.
contribution. The monitoring process exploits a ring buffer In particular, the buffer indicates that frame number 2 has
to store information about frames being received or lost, not been received from the C-V2X interface, while all others
such as sequence number, arrival time, etc. The ring buffer is have been correctly received. Figure 1b shows how the state
used to estimate the PDR, thus the methodology we propose of the ring buffer changes when receiving frame number 5
5. Now a division of Siemens, Aimsun has also been extensively used
beyond the specific paper we analyzed; see https://www.aimsun.com/

6. This is just for the sake of clarity in the paper. The actual implementation does not depend on this assumption.
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Figure 1. Graphical evolution of the ring buffer monitoring frame receptions.

PDR < threshold :
signal failure

active

PDR < threshold :
cancel(recovered)

failed

recovered :
signal recovery

PDR ≥ threshold :
schedule(∆t, recovered)

Figure 2. Finite state machine driving the PDR monitor of an interface.

from the VLC interface after frame number 3. The algorithm
assumes that frame number 4 is lost on all interfaces while 5
is lost on the 802.11p and the C-V2X interfaces. This view is
clearly temporary. If the vehicle then receives frame 5 from
the 802.11p interface it will update the buffer accordingly.
To inform SafeSwitch about communication failures,
we continuously monitor the PDR of each communication
technology and, when this crosses a certain threshold, we
notify the fallback application following the Finite State
Machine (FSM) in Figure 2. The application is immediately
notified as soon as the PDR falls below the threshold but, to
signal its recovery, the PDR must be higher than the threshold
for a certain period of time (∆t in the picture).
3.2

Figure 3. Finite state machine driving SafeSwitch.

SafeSwitch Fallback System

SafeSwitch is designed through an FSM whose transitions
are driven by network failures and recoveries signaled by
the PDR monitor defined in Section 3.1 plus additional
events. Figure 3 depicts a sample FSM that considers three
simultaneous communication interfaces. The approach can
easily be extended (or reduced) to additional (or to fewer)
communication technologies. We assume each follower in
the platoon to implement such an FSM and the leader to be
controlled independently, e.g., driven by a classic ACC, as
commonly assumed in the literature [46].
The FSM considers two different numbered states, i.e., Fi
(follow) and Gi (gap control). Fi states indicate that a vehicle
is currently in a stable following state, driven by a certain
control algorithm. The index i accounts for the number of
actively working communication interfaces in that state. Each
state Fi is associated with a specific control algorithm Ci
which, in turn, is associated with a desired inter vehicle gap
gi = hi ·v +di , where hi is the time headway, v is the cruising
speed, and di is the stand-still distance.

Gi states describe an intermediate phase where vehicles
switch to a different control mode (we call it gap control,
Section 3.3) where vehicles increase (or decrease) their
inter-vehicle distance before switching to a different control
algorithm.
Assuming the vehicle is with N communication interfaces, the state transitions in Figure 3 fall into seven possible
categories:
1) Fi → Gi−1 , i = 2, . . . , N : failure of a communication
interface in a stable following state. The vehicle shifts
from a follow state to a gap control state, where the intervehicle distance is progressively increased preparing the
switch to a different control algorithm;
2) Gi → Gi−1 , i = 2, . . . , N : failure of a communication
interface while the gap control algorithm is adapting the
inter-vehicle distance. The vehicle simply changes the
target distance accordingly. The gap control algorithm
brings the vehicle to the new target distance;
3) Fi → Gi+1 , i = 1, . . . , N − 1: recovery of a communication interface in a stable following state. The gap control
algorithm reduces the inter-vehicle distance preparing
the switch to a different control algorithm;
4) Gi → Gi+1 , i = 1, . . . , N − 1: recovery of a communication interface while the gap control algorithm is
adapting the inter-vehicle distance. The target distance
is changed accordingly and the gap control algorithm
runs on the new distance;
5) Gi → Fi , i = 0, . . . , N : the target distance is reached
and the vehicle can safely switch to the new control
algorithm, or to the ACC, or even to manual drive if
foreseen by the fallback procedure;
6) F1 → G0 : failure of the last available communication
interface. This event can only be measured by means of
a timeout, because there is no information from other
interfaces. The gap control algorithm brings the vehicle
to the correct distance to activate a standard ACC or to
commute to manual driving;
7) G1 → G0 : failure of the last available communication
interface while performing a gap control procedure.
Again, this event can only be measured by means of
a timeout and the gap control algorithm brings the
vehicle to the correct distance to activate a standard
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ACC or to commute to manual driving. Note that states
G0 and F0 are deemed an irrecoverable state of the
system, requiring platoon formation to re-start, hence
no transitions to higher states exist in the state machine.
There is an additional case we do not consider here,
i.e., a complete failure of the electronics that cause all
the communication interfaces to fail simultaneously. How
to tackle such a catastrophic situation is more similar to
handling engine or brake failure, and it is outside the scope
of our work. A similar case occurs when interfaces fail
almost immediately one after the other. In such a case,
the protocol would still handle the failures by transitioning
between Gi states. The behavior of the system would depend
on the severity of the failure though, because a failure is
triggered when the PDR falls below a certain threshold. If the
technologies together can still provide a minimum number of
necessary packets, the protocol can safely bring the vehicles
to a different state.
Listing 2 formally describes the actions undertaken
during the navigation of the FSM of Figure 3. The system considers the variable i, which indicates the number of currently
active interfaces, initialized to N . Upon initialization (Line 1),
the system sets the active state to FN , which corresponds to
driving using the control algorithm CN (and thus an intervehicle gap gN ). In addition, the leader of the platoon is
set to be the first vehicle (vehicle 0) and we initialize some
variables that we require to temporarily change the leader in
some cases. setControllerGap(h, d) is a generic function used
to set the inter-vehicle distance to h · v + d for all CACCs.
When an interface fails (Line 9), the system starts the gap
control to change the inter-vehicle distance to gi−1 , switches
to state Gi−1 , and decreases the number of active interfaces.
In addition, if we are about to switch from a leader-following
to a predecessor-following controller (e.g., from the PATH
CACC to an ACC), the vehicle elects itself as temporary
leader. This flag is included within each beacon periodically
sent by the vehicle.
Upon recovery of an interface (Line 15), the system starts
the gap control to increase the distance to gi+1 , switches to
state Gi+1 and sets to i + 1 the number of active interfaces. It
also immediately changes the active control system to Ci+1
setting the target distance to the current one. This is required
because when switching to a state with a higher number of
interfaces we might be reducing the inter-vehicle distance
down to a value that can cause the current control system to
become string-unstable (e.g., switching from ACC to CACC).
When the gap control procedure ends bringing the
distance up (or down) to the target (Line 27), the system
disables the gap control and switches to the control algorithm
Ci used within state Fi . In addition, when switching to
a leader-following controller, the vehicle stops advertising
itself as temporary leader.
The remaining case occurs when the last interface fails
(Line 33), which we simply handle as a standard failure
switching to G0 . We can improve safety by choosing C1 and
C0 to be the same algorithm (in particular a classic ACC
which requires no communication) or by having C1 be a
CACC using the same spacing policy as C0 . This increases
the chances that vehicles are already traveling at the proper
inter-vehicle distance and that the state switch is purely

Listing 2 SafeSwitch actions on events.
1: procedure INIT
2:
i←N
3:
state ← Fi
4:
activeController ← Ci
5:
setControllerGap(hi , di )
6:
currentLeader ← 0
7:
tempLeaders ← {0}
8:
becomeTemporaryLeader ← false
9: procedure FAILURE
10:
startGapControl(hi−1 , di−1 )
11:
state ← Gi−1
12:
if leaderBased(Ci ) and not leaderBased(Ci−1 ) then
13:
becomeTemporaryLeader ← true
14:
i←i−1
15: procedure RECOVER
16:
if i = 0 then
17:
return
18:
if usesTimeHeadway(Ci+1 ) then
19:
h ← (gi − di+1 )/v
20:
setControllerGap(h, di+1 )
21:
else
22:
setControllerGap(0, gi )
23:
activeController ← Ci+1
24:
startGapControl(hi+1 , di+1 )
25:
state ← Gi+1
26:
i←i+1
27: procedure GAP REACHED
28:
state ← Fi
29:
activeController ← Ci
30:
setControllerGap(hi , di )
31:
if leaderBased(Ci ) then
32:
becomeTemporaryLeader ← false
33: procedure TIMEOUT
34:
FAILURE ()
35: procedure ON T EMPORARY L EADER(veh, tempLeader)
36:
if not isAhead(veh) then
37:
return
38:
if tempLeader = true then
39:
tempLeaders = tempLeaders ∪ {veh}
40:
else
41:
tempLeaders = tempLeaders \ {veh}
42:
currentLeader ← max(tempLeaders)
logical, only indicating a complete communication failure,
but without consequences on safety.
The last procedure (Line 35) is not part of the FSM, but
describes how vehicles handle the reception of a frame from a
vehicle having the temporary leader flag enabled (or disabled).
Basically, the transmitting vehicle is added to or removed
from the list of temporary leaders (depending on the value
of the flag) and the one closer to the receiving one is chosen
as its current leader.
3.3

Gap Control System

The last subsystem we need to define is the gap control procedure. The idea is to progressively modify the ACC/CACC
desired gap to smoothly approach the new target one.
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Switching from the current gap to the target one immediately
might cause uncomfortable accelerations. Instead, we define
a gap adaptation rate ∆g in m/s and periodically update
the ACC/CACC gap every ∆t seconds. We can directly
use the gap adaptation rate ∆g to update the inter-vehicle
distance for CACCs using a constant-spacing gap policy. For
controllers using a constant time-headway spacing policy,
we need to adapt the time headway with a rate ∆h (in s/s)
that results in an actual distance change rate equal to ∆g
solving the following equation for ∆h:

((h + ∆h∆t)v + d) − (hv + d) = ∆g∆t.

(1)

In Equation (1), h is the time headway, v is the current
speed, while d is the stand-still distance. The left side of the
equation describes how much the distance changes over the
time period ∆t, which must match the rate ∆g over the same
time period. Solving the equation, we obtain

∆h =

∆g
.
v

(2)

Listing 3 describes the gap control procedure. SafeSwitch
invokes the procedure indicating a target time headway
and stand-still distance. For a constant-gap controller, ht =
0. Using these values, it computes the target distance gt .
Depending on whether a time-headway or a constant-gap
spacing policy is used, the procedure initializes the variable h
and g in a different way. When using a time-headway spacing
policy, the procedure adapts the time headway h using the
rate ∆h: it thus initializes h with the current time headway,
while g is used to store the stand-still distance (which is kept
constant). In case of a constant-gap spacing policy, instead,
the procedure adapts the fixed distance g using the rate ∆g :
it thus initializes g with the current distance, while h is set
equal to ht (0). In both cases, the procedure keeps track of
whether it is trying to increase or decrease the gap to decide
whether the procedure is completed or not.
The algorithm progressively adapts the distance by
periodically calling the updateGap procedure (Line 16). The
procedure first checks whether the values h or g have reached
their target value (function isGapControlCompleted); if this is
the case, the gap is set to the final value and the procedure
waits for the vehicle to actually reach the target distance
(isGapReached). When this happens, SafeSwitch is notified the
end of the procedure, thus triggering the switch between a
Gi and an Fi state.
If the gap control procedure is not completed, either h
or g are increased or decreased using the rates ∆h or ∆g ,
respectively (Lines 31 and 33).

4

S IMULATION : R EQUIREMENTS AND D ESIGN

The study of CACC fallback and dynamic management
described in Section 3 requires a comprehensive and modular
simulation framework. As discussed in Section 2.3 none of
the free Open Source frameworks available can support this
research, thus we decided to enhance the P LEXE prototype
presented in [6] and make it an integral part of this contribution. We start our discussion from Figure 4, which shows the
structure of the framework and its components. The figure
highlights P LEXE core functionalities with green-filled boxes

Listing 3 Gap control algorithm.
1: procedure START G AP C ONTROL(ht , dt )
2:
v ← curSpeed
3:
gt ← ht · v + dt
4:
increasingGap ← true
5:
if using time headway then
6:
g ← dt
7:
h ← (curDistance − dt )/v
8:
if ht < h then
9:
increasingGap ← false
10:
else
11:
g ← curDistance
12:
h ← ht
13:
if gt < g then
14:
increasingGap ← false
15:
updateGap()
16: procedure UPDATE G AP
17:
v ← curSpeed
18:
∆h ← ∆g/v
19:
gt ← ht · v + dt
20:
if isGapControlCompleted() then
21:
if using time headway then
22:
h ← ht
23:
else
24:
g ← gt
25:
setControllerGap(h, g )
26:
if isGapReached() then
27:
gapReached()
28:
return
29:
else
30:
if using time headway then
31:
h ← h + sgn(ht − h) · ∆h · ∆t ▷ see footnote
32:
else
33:
g ← g + sgn(gt − g) · ∆g · ∆t
34:
setControllerGap(h, g )
35:
schedule(∆t, updateGap())
36: procedure IS G AP C ONTROL C OMPLETED
37:
if using time headway then
38:
if increasingGap then
39:
return h ≥ ht
40:
else
41:
return h ≤ ht
42:
else
43:
if increasingGap then
44:
return g ≥ gt
45:
else
46:
return g ≤ gt
47: procedure IS G AP R EACHED
48:
if increasingGap then
49:
return curDistance ≥ gt
50:
else
51:
return curDistance ≤ gt
∗

The sign function is defined as sgn(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0, −1 otherwise.

(or light gray in case of BW printing), while white boxes
indicate external modules.
With respect to mobility, the top box shows the main
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Figure 4. Structure of the P LEXE simulation framework.

components of SUMO. What P LEXE adds to SUMO are
control algorithms and vehicle dynamics models. Control
systems are implemented within a new car-following model,
alternative to the ones that implement human-behavioral
models such as IDM or Krauss. Car-following models are
invoked each time step by the SUMO mobility logic for
each vehicle to compute the speed it will follow in the
next simulation step depending on the state of the vehicle
itself, the surrounding environment, and additional external
variables. The state of the vehicle includes information
such as the current speed, acceleration, and position, the
surrounding environment is represented by other vehicles
or traffic lights, while external variables (especially for
CACC) include data received via wireless communications.
P LEXE offers one ACC algorithm [47, Chapter 6] and four
CACCs [8], [9], [11], [48]. Research based on P LEXE lead to
the implementation of additional ones. We plan to release
these algorithms once their implementation is stable.
Independently of the chosen control algorithm, the output
is the control input, i.e., the desired acceleration of the vehicle.
The desired acceleration is passed to the vehicle dynamics

module, which emulates the response of the vehicle to the
control action. The simplest possible model available in
P LEXE is a first order lag with a time constant τ . A first
order lag, however, does not consider the physical limits of
the vehicles. For example, a vehicle might have a maximum
acceleration that depends on engine power, current gear ratio,
aerodynamic drag, etc. For this reason, P LEXE also offers an
engine model that considers mechanical specifications of the
vehicle to compute its maximum acceleration, deceleration,
and speed. We do not detail the model here but just give
a brief description, as the focus of the work is on the
communication-related insights that P LEXE enables. The
output of the car-following model is a speed that is passed
to the mobility core to update vehicle’s speed and position.
With respect to network modeling, all the involved
software modules are based on the OMNeT++ Discrete
Event Simulation (DES) framework [31]. For coupling the
mobility and the network simulation, SUMO offers the
Traffic Control Interface (TraCI). Through this interface it
is possible to control the simulation, obtain information
about any object (vehicles, traffic lights, pedestrians, . . . ),
and change their attributes. In particular, Veins exploits the
interface to track the presence and position of all vehicles
and makes this information available to its own and other
networking models. P LEXE exploits and extends the TraCI
interface as well, enabling the exchange of state information
with the road traffic simulation models in SUMO. This
includes, for example, transferring data to the control system
(e.g., information about surrounding vehicles used in the
computation of the control action) or retrieving vehicle data
(e.g., information to be sent to neighboring vehicles). The
website lists all the APIs that P LEXE offers to the users, which
we clearly do not detail here. By itself, as shown in Figure 4,
P LEXE offers tools to implement maneuvers, to control traffic
and platoons, to define scenarios, protocols, and applications.
These blocks characterize P LEXE and distinguish it from all
other tools, thus we explain them in detail in Section 4.1.
P LEXE can interface external tools to provide additional
functionalities, for example, to investigate the impact of a
particular communication technology on the performance of
the control system. In its prototype design P LEXE extended
Veins, which provides the coupling with SUMO and models
for the IEEE 1609.4 and IEEE 802.11p vehicular networking
standards. When a user downloaded P LEXE he/she in fact
downloaded Veins with additions to the original code base.
This negatively affected both maintainability, as upgrades
to the main Veins release were difficult to integrate, and the
integration of additional tools.
In the new design, components are dynamically linked
against each other and so, for example, P LEXE simply uses
Veins as an external library, and this is the case for all
the additional modules that P LEXE uses. The Veins VLC
module [49], which provides propagation and communication models for LED-based V2V communications, is
one of these models, fundamental because the interest for
this communication technology is continuously increasing.
There is no need to stress the role of cellular networks in
cooperative driving applications. P LEXE thus couples with
SimuLTE [50], which provides models for 4G LTE. This
includes both the uplink/downlink transmission standard,
typically used in cloud-based or MEC applications, and the
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new C-V2X Mode 3 that supports direct V2V communication
under the coordination of the eNodeB (eNB) in the release
14 of the standard [51].
The library-like structure of the whole framework makes
it easy to plug-in new tools as they become available. As an
example, to test the ease of integration, we combined P LEXE
with a tool for simulating C-V2X Mode 4 (OpenCV2X [52]),
which provides direct V2V communication through cellular
networks without the coordination of an eNB. It will thus be
easy to integrate OpenCV2X as soon as a stable version is
released, or newly released frameworks such as Simu5G [53].
Here we describe its main features, while in the additional
material we discuss its usage and flexibility.
4.1

Implementation details

As shown in Figure 4, far from just gluing all the network
and mobility modules together, P LEXE offers core functionalities for the modeling and the analysis of cooperative
driving and platooning systems. In the next subsection we
describe core functionalities from a high-level perspective,
while implementation-specific details can be found in the
additional material.
4.1.1 Core functionalities
P LEXE defines a set of modules dedicated to set up cooperative driving simulations. One core feature is provided by the
traffic helpers block, which is composed of traffic managers
and position helpers.
Traffic managers are responsible to initialize the simulation from a traffic perspective (injecting vehicles into
the simulation) while position helpers are used by vehicles
to understand their status and the role they have within
platoons. In particular, a position helper can be queried by a
vehicle to know whether it is within a platoon or not, if it is
a leader or a follower, which position it occupies inside the
platoon, which are the other members, what is the id of the
platoon, etc.
Traffic managers are particularly useful to insert preformed platoons in a steady-state configuration and speedup simulations. While inserting the platoons, information
about them is stored in a data structure, which is later
accessed by the position helpers for initialization. Once
initialized, each position helper (there is one for each vehicle)
becomes independent from the others to represent the local
knowledge of the vehicle. This is fundamental for studying
cooperative driving maneuvers, where the knowledge of a
vehicle depends on the information received from the communication protocol. Packet losses can lead to inconsistent
views and the simulator must be capable of reproducing
such inconsistencies. As an example, imagine the scenario in
which two consecutive platoons merge together. At the end of
the maneuver, the followers of the second platoon will need
to change their leader upon receiving an update message. If
such message is lost for some vehicles and the protocol has
not been designed to handle such faults, some vehicles will
follow the wrong leader. P LEXE enables the analysis of such
inconsistencies, allowing also protocol verification.
The second building block is represented by scenarios.
Scenarios model the high-level behavior of vehicles. Within
its examples, P LEXE offers some classical ones that include

emergency braking and changing the speed pattern of a
platoon leader.
This is in contrast with applications, where vehicles’ behavior is influenced by messages received from the network.
The simplest form of application implemented in P LEXE is
the one that processes incoming frames to check whether
they encapsulate data to feed to the CACCs. Clearly this is a
kind of message influencing vehicle’s behavior.
Another particular type of application is represented by
maneuvers. Although maneuvers are effectively applications,
they deserve a dedicated spot due to the vast amount of
research in the field. In the end, cooperative driving deals
with the coordination of groups of vehicles. Maneuvers in
P LEXE are hierarchically organized, meaning that they all
derive from a base class which offers the same methods but
different implementations. P LEXE offers two sample implementations: a join-at-back and a merge-at-back maneuver.
The join at back maneuver enables a free vehicle to become
part of an already existing platoon, joining as the last one.
The merge at back is conceptually similar, but, in this case, it
is the leader of a platoon that joins a platoon at the back and
then instructs its followers to change their leader to be the
one of the front platoon.
The final building block consists of protocols. In P LEXE,
a protocol identifies a specific way of exchanging beacons
that encapsulate control data. This is another active research
field, as control information should be frequently and timely
delivered to the control system in order to guarantee safety.
Yet, in highly congested scenarios, packet losses might
hinder correct frame delivery. P LEXE offers two sample
implementations on top of IEEE 802.11p. A classic protocol
sending frames with a frequency of 10 Hz and a slotted
protocol proposed in [1] where vehicles within a single
platoon divide each beacon interval in a number of slots
equal to the number of vehicles in the platoon, each one
sending its beacon in the slot number corresponding to
their position inside the platoon. For the latter protocol,
they exploit leader’s beacons for synchronization.
4.1.2 Validation Example
The full validation of a tool like P LEXE is a constant (and
never ending) endeavor. We offer here a simple sanity
check based on Ploeg’s CACC [9] coupled with IEEE 802.11p
and VLC, showing the difference induced in the platoon
behavior by the two technologies. The vehicles travel with
an average speed of 100 km/h with the leader changing its
speed between 95 and 105 km/h with a frequency of 0.2 Hz.
Setting the CACC parameters to have a time headway of 0.5 s
and a stand-still distance of 2 m, the distance between platoon
vehicles oscillates around 15.9 m. Table 1 lists simulation
parameters.
Figure 5 shows the inter-vehicle distances measured
during the simulation. With respect to IEEE 802.11p, the
graph shows the theoretically expected behavior of Ploeg’s
algorithm [9], as with only 8 vehicles 802.11p causes no
losses and the control system works in perfect conditions.
The CACC progressively smoothens the oscillations and it is
possible to observe the delay in the oscillation introduced by
the time-headway spacing policy. When using VLC, instead,
due to the unreliability of the interface, several packets can
be consecutively lost, causing instability and large distance
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Table 2
Configuration of the state machines (scenarios 0 to 3).
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Figure 5. Inter-vehicle distances for a platoon of 8 cars using Ploeg’s
CACC under a sinusoidal disturbance and different communication
technologies, following conventions of Table 1. We use different y-axis
ranges on purpose to better show the behavior of the CACC in different
conditions.
Table 1
Road traffic simulation parameters and legend used in all the plots.
Failure and recovery event symbols are shown in black here but are
colored in the plots to indicate the vehicle involved.

mobility

Cruising speed
Braking vehicle deceleration
Post-braking speed
Platoon size
Simulation time step
Min/max acceleration
Engine lag τ
ACC λ
PATH C1
PATH ωn
PATH ξ
PLOEG kp
PLOEG kd

V0
V4
failure

100 km/h
7 m/s2
30 km/h
8 cars
10 ms
−9 to 2.5 m/s2
0.5 s
0.1
0.5
0.2
1
0.2
0.7

V1
V5

V2
V6

recovery

braking

vehicles run PATH in F3 , Ploeg with different parameters in
F2 and F1 and a standard ACC in F0 .
We compare the full system with the three communication
technologies defined in Section 3 against a naïve baseline approach (the only possible approach if a single communication
technology is available): When a failure occurs the system
immediately falls back to ACC with a transition F1 → F0
(and vice-versa on recovery). We maintain the temporary
leader mechanism for a fair comparison.
5.1

Value

controllers

Parameter

V3
V7
handover

errors that can be observed around 115 s of simulation. These
simple results show the proper implementation of the CACC
algorithms and the correct coupling between vehicle and
communication dynamics as well as the importance thereof.

5

SafeSwitch

(a) IEEE 802.11p

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

We analyze the performance of SafeSwitch in different scenarios, which include artificially-generated and realistic failures,
as well as emergency braking events. In the following, for
the sake of space, all graphs will refer to the same legend,
depicted in Table 1 together with mobility and control
parameters common to all scenarios. Besides colored lines,
which represent quantities of a specific value, we also show
failure and recovery events marked by a × and a + symbol,
respectively. The color of the symbol indicates on which
vehicle the event occurred. Vertical dashed lines indicate the
occurrence of an emergency braking event, while vertical
gray bands indicate a handover period of the platoon, i.e.,
from the time the first vehicle begins the handover to the
time the last one terminates it. In general, we assume that

Benchmark with single failures

We start the performance evaluation with the following basic
scenarios based on crafted single technology failures:
Scenario 0: single failure and recovery on a single vehicle in
the middle of the platoon;
Scenario 1: single failure on all members of the platoon;
Scenario 2: single failure and recovery on a single vehicle in
the middle of the platoon with an emergency braking
occurring after the failure;
Scenario 3: single failure on all members of the platoon with
an emergency braking occurring after the failure.
To simulate the emergency braking event, we inject a vehicle
in front of the platoon that, at a certain instant, abruptly
decelerates down to a lower speed. Table 2 lists the parameter
of the two fallback mechanisms. For SafeSwitch, the failure
will trigger the transitions F3 → G2 → F2 , while for the
naïve fallback the transition is obviously F1 → F0 . For
the sake of comparison with the naïve approach, we set
h2 = 1.2 s and d2 = 2 m for SafeSwitch to match ACC
values. The choice of using PATH in F3 and Ploeg in F2 and
F1 in SafeSwitch comes from the fact that PATH is more
“demanding” in terms of communication requirements as it
needs data from both leading and preceding vehicles and it
employs a constant-spacing policy. This choice, however, can
be customized as SafeSwitch can simply be reconfigured if a
controller assignment is found to be more appropriate.
Figures 6 to 9 show the acceleration and the intervehicle distance measured in the four scenarios. Starting
with Figure 6 (single vehicle failure) it is immediately
clear that our proposed approach behaves more gently,
with unperceivable accelerations. This is not only good for
passengers’ comfort but also for fuel efficiency. With the naïve
approach, the acceleration is larger but not so uncomfortable,
as the controller parameters normally used in the literature,
that we replicate here, limit the impact of large distance error
on the acceleration, but this can also have negative impacts
on safety as we will see shortly.
When one technology fails for all vehicles (Figure 7) the
situation is similar but P LEXE highlights a problem in both
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procedures. Looking at the acceleration profiles, it can be
seen that the deceleration becomes larger and larger towards
the tail of the platoon. This is due to the fact that each
vehicle is increasing the gap to its predecessor, so it needs to
compensate for its own error plus the error induced by its
predecessors. In a large string of vehicles, this might cause
unsafe situations. Moreover, there is an overshoot (vehicles
accelerate again) before reaching stability. The sophisticated
analysis empowered by P LEXE allows spotting the issue and
thinking about possible solutions (e.g., as the problem here
is caused by each vehicle independently increasing their
inter-vehicle gap, the problem might be solved with a more
coordinated approach exploiting remaining communication
technologies). In any case the behavior of SafeSwitch is much
better than the naïve fallback, highlighting the need for
multi-technology resilience and sound fallback mechanisms
for safety. Both in this case and in Figure 6, it is important to
notice that the behavior of SafeSwitch is qualitatively different
from the naïve one, highlighting that probably the abrupt
fallback from cooperative to autonomous driving is not safe.
When considering an emergency braking immediately
after a failure (Figures 8 and 9) the behavior of the two
fallback mechanisms changes dramatically. With respect to
the naïve approach, regardless of whether the failure is for a
single vehicle or for multiple vehicles, a collision occurs, thus
we do not report the relative graphs as they are useless. This
is the consequence of using a small λ for the ACC7 which, in
7. The λ parameter weights the distance error in the control formula.
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Figure 6. Comparison of acceleration and inter-vehicle distances for
scenario 0 (single vehicle failure and recovery), following conventions of
Table 1.
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Figure 7. Comparison of acceleration and inter-vehicle distances for
scenario 1 (multiple vehicles failure), following conventions of Table 1.
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Figure 8. Acceleration and inter-vehicle distances for scenario 2 (single
vehicle failure and recovery with emergency braking) for SafeSwitch,
naïve fallback results in crashes (see the additional material), following
conventions of Table 1.

the first two scenarios, results in smooth deceleration when
switching controllers, but induces a slow reaction to the
sudden deceleration of the platoon leader. With SafeSwitch,
instead, the vehicles are capable of decelerating avoiding
the collision and reaching the target inter-vehicle gap. The
graphs again show the problem highlighted by the first two
scenarios, i.e., vehicles at the tail of the platoon are braking
more than the one at the head. While the heading vehicle is
braking with a 7 m/s2 deceleration, the scenario 3 reaches a
maximum of about 8 m/s2 .

(a) acceleration, SafeSwitch

(b) distance, SafeSwitch
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Figure 9. Acceleration and inter-vehicle distances for scenario 3 (multiple
vehicles failure with emergency braking) for SafeSwitch, naïve fallback
results in crashes (see the additional material), following conventions of
Table 1.

5.2

Multiple artificial failures

We now focus on SafeSwitch only, still considering artificial
failures, in particular multiple consecutive ones. We maintain
the parameters defined in Table 1 but we use the parameters
in Table 3 to configure the FSM, reducing the headway
time for the Ploeg controller to 0.5 s in F2 as commonly
considered when communications work. We define the
following scenarios to analyze:
Scenario 4: multiple failures and recoveries to a single
vehicle in the middle of the platoon;
Scenario 5: multiple failures to all members of the platoon;
Scenario 6: multiple failures and recoveries to a single
vehicle in the middle of the platoon with an emergency
braking occurring after the second failure;
Scenario 7: multiple failures to all members of the platoon
with an emergency braking occurring after the second
failure.
We consider two variants for scenario 7. In the first one,
failures occur spaced in time: vehicles have enough time to
adapt to the new gap, performing the G2 → F2 transition
before the occurrence of the second failure. In the second,
instead, the second failure occurs 1 s after the other: vehicles
thus perform the G2 → G1 transition. We do not consider the
additional variant with three almost simultaneous failures as
the behavior would simply correspond to the one observed
with the naïve fallback, i.e., immediately switching to ACConly control. We report here the results for scenarios 4 and 7,
while those for scenarios 5 and 6, all positive, are included
in the additional material to avoid repetitive patterns.
Figures 10 and 11 show the results, which are all similar to
the ones observed for single failures. After the second failure
in Figure 10 the acceleration pattern is slightly different from
the first failure but this is due to a different fallback CACC. In
the top two plots of Figure 11 (failure of different interfaces
spaced in time), instead, the amplification phenomenon
observed in Figure 9 disappears and the reason is the
combination of the spacing policy and the braking event.
As the Ploeg controller uses a time-headway spacing policy,
the target distance depends on the speed, but as the vehicles
slow down their target distance decreases, automatically
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Table 3
Configuration of SafeSwitch (scenarios 4 to 7).
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Figure 10. Acceleration and inter-vehicle distances for scenarios 4:
Multiple failure and recovery on a single vehicle, following conventions of
Table 1.

reducing the spacing errors and requiring less deceleration
effort to correct it. Again, this is a unique insight provided
by P LEXE, which highlights its importance and versatility
in such complex analyses. When the failures of different
interfaces occur almost simultaneously (bottom two plots of
Figure 11), the behavior is comparable to the one in scenario
3 (Figure 9) because PATH is used to reduce the gap down to
the value required for driving in the state F1 . Still, the system
manages to bring the vehicles to the desired inter-vehicle
distance without causing collisions.
5.3

Realistic failures

As a final analysis, we present the behavior of SafeSwitch
under realistic failure models for the three communication
technologies. We simulate an oval-shaped (two long straights
connected by long 180-degree curves) circuit where the
platoon travels continuously. The circuit has a length of
roughly 3.2 km. At the two curves we install two LTE
base stations that manage the resource allocation for the
sidelink (vehicle to vehicle) communications. As vehicles
continuously pass from the coverage of one base station to
the other, the vehicles perform handovers which might cause
packet losses.
Close to one base station, two static IEEE 802.11p nodes
continuously exchange messages, causing interference when
the vehicles are in their proximity. The nodes use a physical
bitrate of 6 Mbit/s and generate a traffic load of roughly
4 Mbit/s, almost saturating the channel. Finally, with respect to VLC, vehicles implement a forwarding mechanism
for frames to the head and the tail of the platoon, as
communication is only possible between adjacent vehicles
and strictly in line of sight. If a frame is lost, its content
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Figure 11. Acceleration and inter-vehicle distances for scenario 7:
progressive complete failure for all vehicles with an emergency brake,
following conventions of Table 1. The top two plots refer to the first variant
(failures of different interfaces spaced in time) while the bottom two refer
to the second variant (almost simultaneous failure of multiple interfaces).

is lost for all the subsequent vehicles in the direction of
propagation. We do not list the complete set of parameters
for all the technologies as we use the default ones provided
by SimuLTE, P LEXE/Veins, and Veins VLC: the aim of our
work is showing the performance of SafeSwitch and the
unique insights P LEXE can provide rather than performing
a parameter tuning study. Finally, the right-side of Table 3
lists the parameters of the PDR monitor (Section 3.1). We
repeat the simulations 10 times to obtain different random
loss patterns but, for the sake of brevity, we show just one
scenario; two more are included in the Additional Material.
Figure 12 shows the results for the selected simulation.
Together with the dynamics, we also show the measured
Frame Error Rate (FER) for all the technologies, for the leader
and the front vehicle frames. With respect to FERs, for IEEE
802.11p vehicles suffer packet losses when traveling close to
the static nodes that generate channel interference. When this
occurs, all nodes start increasing their gap and then, when
out of the interference zone, re-compact once again. For
C-V2X, handovers cause very brief losses which are quickly
recovered. Vehicles thus begin the fallback procedure and
then quickly return to the initial gap.
Regarding VLC, the simulator shows that the technology
is less reliable compared to the other two, but in the first part
of the simulation this does not trigger failures. It is interesting
to notice, however, the correlation between VLC’s FER and
the dynamics of vehicle V7 starting from simulation time
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Figure 12. Vehicle dynamics induced by SafeSwitch and frame error rates
for the scenario with realistic failures, following conventions of Table 1.

150 s. In particular, the distance of V7 from V6 increases due to
losses in IEEE 802.11p and LTE and this causes an increase in
the FER for the VLC interface as it is very sensitive to distance.
When an additional failure occurs, the gap is increased
even further causing additional losses. Above a certain intervehicle distance (roughly 20 m) no VLC communication is
possible and the vehicle is forced to increase the gap to
the maximum under CACC with the next burst of IEEE
802.11p losses. This indicates that SafeSwitch, developed
to ensure the overall safety of the system, can itself induce
a degradation of communication performance due to the
increase in the safety distance, meaning that the design of
the protocol must carefully take into account the intrinsic
characteristics of the lower communication means. This is
again a unique insight that P LEXE provides: the interaction
between communication technologies, cooperative driving
protocols, and vehicle dynamics which would simply be
impossible using standard cooperative driving simulators.
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C ONCLUSION

Cooperative driving is a complex topic where many scientific
fields have to merge to achieve meaningful results, and where
performance must be evaluated mainly through credible insilico experiments, as building real systems to test is too
expensive and dangerous. This paper has presented our Safe
Autonomous Switchover Algorithm (SafeSwitch), an interdisciplinary protocol to appropriately handle fallback procedures that allow the smooth transition between different
algorithms for platooning longitudinal control and, if needed,
the return to a non-cooperative ACC or even full manual
control. We have shown that to study such procedures it
is necessary to exploit sophisticated simulation tools that
allow the study of vehicles dynamics together with multiple
communication interfaces to empower the safe handling of
conceivable failures of communications systems, including
active jamming that completely shuts off one technology for
the entire platoon.
Besides SafeSwitch and its analysis, one integral contribution of our work is P LEXE, the simulation tool we developed
having in mind not only our present study, but to enable
future work in the area of cooperative driving. P LEXE is
Open Source, freely downloadable, and actively maintained
to help the study and development of innovative cooperative
driving applications based on many networking technologies,
from IEEE 802.11p, to C-V2X, to VLC, and many others.
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